
To transfer data to your device, GPS 12H easily connects to your computer via USB and serial. If 
you're into boating, hunting or fishing, you can use the 12H handheld's built-in celestial data, 
which includes sunrise/sunset times, estimated time of arrival and other calculations.

Made for INDIA with Hindi local language support.

Find your way effortlessly with the GPS 12H handheld's high sensitivity GPS receiver. GPS 12H 
acquires satellite signals quickly and tracks your location in challenging conditions, such as 
heavy tree cover or deep 

Use on Land or Water

Make a splash with the GPS 12H handheld that floats. Simple yet robust, the lightweight 
handheld features high-sensitivity GPS that updates position and heading every second.

Store Important Data

Acquire Satellites Quickly

Overview : 

Don't worry about losing this GPS device in the drink. The GPS 12H floats in water, and it's water 
resisent (IPX7) to withstand the accidental dunk or splash in the lake. Whether on water or land, 
the GPS 12H can save up to 1,000 waypoints and 100 tracks so you can easily navigate back to 
them. It's high-contrast monochrome display with built-in backlight makes it easy to read, 
regardless of the time of day.
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Physical Characteristics

Physical dimensions 

Display size

Display resolution

Display type

Weight

Battery type

Battery life

Camera

Water rating

High-sensitivity receiver

Interface

Memory/history

2.6” x 6.0” x 1.2” (6.6 x 15.2 x 3.0 cm)

2.6” diagonal (6.6 cm)

4 level gray LCD

Monochrome

7.16 oz. (203.11 g) with AA batteries (not included)

2 AA batteries (not included)

Up to 18 hours

USB and Serial

IPX7

Map segments

Birdseye

Includes searchable points of interests (parks, 

Campgrounds, scenic lookouts and picnic sites)

Displays national, state and local parks, 
Forests, and wilderness areas

1000

x

Waypoints/favorites/locations

External memory storage

Preloaded maps

Ability to add maps

Basemap x

Maps & Memory

Automatic routing (turn by turn 

Routing on roads)

Includes detailed hydrographic features

(coastlines,lake/river shorelines,wetlands 

And perennial and seasonal streams)

Tracks 100

Track log

Routes

Sensor

Compass

Gps

Glonass

Galileo

Barometric altimeter

Gps compass (while moving)

x

x
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Daily Smart Features

Virb® remote

tmPairs with garmin connect  mobile

Smart notifications on handheld

x

x

x

Outdoor recreation

tmCompatible with basecamp

Area calculation

Hunt/fish calendar

Sun and moon information

Geocaching-friendly

Custom maps compatible

Picture viewer

Point-to-point navigation

x

x

x

Outdoor applications

tmCompatible with garmin explore  app

Garmin explore website compatible

x

x

x

Connections

Wireless connectivity
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